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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the elevation changes for the island of Bhasan Char, located in the Bay of Bengal, which was selected for the relocation of around 100,000 refugees of the Rohingya minority which were forced to leave their homes in Myanmar. Eighty-nine Sentinel-1 products were analysed using persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) beginning August 2016 through September 2019, divided into three periods of one year to reduce the impact of temporal decorrelation. The findings indicate that the island is a recent landform which underlies naturally induced surface changes with velocities of up to ±20 mm per year. Additional displacement is probably caused by heavy construction loads since early 2018, although we found no statistical evidence for this. The main built-up area shows stable behaviour during the analysed period, but there are significant changes along the coasts and artificial embankments of the island, and within one separate settlement in the north. The moist surface conditions and strong monsoonal rains complicated the proper retrieval of stable trends, but the sum of findings supports the assumption that the island underlies strong morphologic dynamics which put the people to be relocated at additional risk. Its suitability for construction has to be investigated in further studies.

Background and aims
Methods of earth observation and spaceborne remote sensing have significantly contributed to our understanding of the earth and the processes occurring on its surface. It is especially a valuable tool whenever an area of interest is too large to conduct a field survey or when it is impracticable or even dangerous to access it. For this reason, humanitarian work has become increasingly interested in the field of remote sensing for various applications. Humanitarian organizations not only benefit from satellite images as a constant and objective source of information but also because spatio-temporal patterns, derived by experts from complex data, can be interpreted by a wide audience to communicate crisis situations (Lang et al., 2015, 2019). Such information is required to make planning decisions regarding the management of settlements for people in need, their supply of goods and medical services, their protection against natural hazards, and the sustainable investment of future funds (Verjee, 2007). It was already demonstrated in the beginning of the 20th century how satellite imagery can be used for the mapping of refugee camps and the monitoring of their surroundings (Bjorgo, 2000; Giada et al., 2003; Lodhi et al., 1998). With technological progress, the spatial resolution of the sensors increased, and new methods were developed which helped to automate such tasks. Among the most important were the object-based analysis of very high-resolution (VHR) images of refugee camps (Hagenlocher et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2010; Spröhlne et al., 2017), methods of template matching and machine learning (Ghorbanzadeh et al., 2018; Laneve et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2018; Tiede et al., 2017), and studies based on synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images (Amitrano et al., 2013; Braun, 2018; Braun et al., 2019). However, most of the approaches deal with the observation of land use and landcover as well as their socio-economic implications.

The spatio-temporal dimensions of armed conflicts are analysed by several studies, for example, by using fire occurrence derived from the MODIS mission as a proxy for street fights and burnings to retrospectively track the outbreak of violence after the national elections in December 2007 in Kenya (Anderson & Lochery, 2008). Other studies make use of night-time data of the DMSP-OLS mission as an indicator for the presence of civilization and functioning infrastructures to evaluate the progress of the Syrian Civil War (Li & Li, 2014) as well as wars in the Caucasus regions of Russia and Georgia (Witmer & O’Loughlin, 2011). A number of publications deal with the detection of damaged huts and villages based on VHR optical imagery from QuickBird (Sulik & Edwards, 2010),
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Ikonos (O’Connell & Young, 2014), and WorldView (Knoth & Pebesma, 2017) during the Darfur crisis in Sudan, also some of them are also based on changes in surface elevations, for example, as presented by d’Oleire-Oltmanns, S., Tiede, D., Krauß, T. and Wendt, L (2018) who derived damages in the city of Mosul during the Syrian Civil War based on stereo-analysis of Pléiades imagery. Furthermore, notable in this context are studies listed by Marx and Goward (2013) who demonstrate the use of satellite images to identify human rights violations by determining the capacity of prison camps in North Korea, and mass graves during the Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia.

Compared with the previously outlined research in the field of humanitarian remote sensing, this study deals with rather long-term aftermaths of forced displacement, as the marginalisation of the Rohingya population in Burma reaches back into the colonial era of the 19th century. (Milton et al., 2017). As of today, they are considered “resident foreigners”, thus are not given citizen rights and often subject to discrimination, violence and other human rights violations (Ullah, 2011). During the last two decades over one million Rohingyas fled into the neighbouring country of Bangladesh which is obligated to ensure their protection as a country of first asylum. However, as the country’s settlement areas and resources are limited, and the refugee camps in Cox’s Bazar are prone to recruitment of militant groups, security concerns were raised which consider this humanitarian crisis a threat to Bangladesh’s internal stability (Bashar, 2017; Rahman, 2010). In addition to the massive expansion of the Kutupalong refugee camp, the government of Bangladesh announced plans to relocate about 100,000 Rohingya refugees to the island of Bhasan Char in the Bay of Bengal (Martin et al., 2018). These plans have been severely criticized by humanitarian organizations and governments because of concerns regarding the island’s security during high tides and monsoonal rains plus the spatial and social isolation of the resettled people on this yet uninhabited island (GuhaThakurta, 2017).

But while studies on the energetic power provision (Sunny et al., 2019) and even the touristic potential (Nasrin, 2019) of the sandbanks in the Gulf of Bengal were already conducted, no publications on their suitability for heavy construction or their likelihood of being flooded exist so far.

However, as demonstrated by Braun and Hochschild (2018) and Lang et al. (2019), the extent of the island underlies strong seasonal dynamics, most likely related to sea surface levels, and that the island is a very recent landform which has not existed before the year 2010. As it was formed from silts washed down from the Himalayan mountains, it is still undergoing considerable surface changes and natural consolidation processes (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2014). However, independent field measurements on the stability of this island are not available.

A spaceborne method to quantify the change of surface elevations over a longer time is persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI; see section 2.3.1). This multi-temporal technique is able to measure deformation rates at a millimetre scale and was successfully applied to investigate land subsidence phenomena induced by anthropogenic and natural events in numerous studies (Crosetto, Monserrat, Cuevas-González et al., 2016). However, most of these studies focus on mainland or coastal urban areas, as shortly presented in the following.

On the one hand, there are studies focussing the potential drivers of subsidence: Aly et al. (2012) analysed ERS data of the Nile Delta using PSI and report regionally heterogenous subsidence patterns, underlying cyclic deformations rates due to groundwater extraction. Human settlements and their building load were discerned as a driver for subsidence due to an accelerated soil consolidation process from latest urbanization as investigated by Solari et al. (2016) in Pisa, and Hu et al. (2019) in Shenzhen and Hong Kong. A variety of processes caused ground subsidence in the Italian metropolitan areas of Rome (Delgado Blasco et al., 2019), Venice (Dehghani et al., 2013; Teatini et al., 2012), and Napoli (Terranova et al., 2015). A combination of two triggers, groundwater extraction and high building volumes, caused subsidence in Beijing (Yang et al., 2018), as well as construction load on reclaimed land in combination with subterranean oil storage tanks, investigated by J. S. Kim et al. (2007) for a coastal harbour peninsula of Incheon city in Indonesia.

On the other hand, there are also studies which concentrate on the aftermaths and risks of land subsidence, which can not only cause damage to infrastructures and settlements but also increase the risk of floods and permanent loss of land, especially when combined with sea level rise. Consequences of current and future urban subsidence rates associated with aquifer systems within the South Korean harbour city Mokpo were analysed and predicted by S.-W. Kim et al. (2010) based on 23 images of JERS-1 acquired between 1992 and 1998. Abidin et al. (2013) measure the effect of soil compaction in the coastal area of the capital of Java based on GPS and InSAR measurements and relate them to the spatial distribution of different impacts, such as coastal flooding, cracks in buildings, tilting houses and damages to infrastructures, such as roads or bridges. And also Osmanoglu et al. (2011) present the damaging effects of subsidence on urban subway lines and the Metropolitan Cathedral in in Mexico City. In a large-scale application, Cian et al. (2019) investigated the risks of urban flooding using an automated PSI approach with a focus on freely available data and...
tools on 18 coastal cities in Sub-Saharan Africa, detecting subsidence in 17 of them.

As indicated above, all these studies analyse existing cities on the mainland. Only few studies deal with deformations of non-urban coastal environments. In this context, PSI is predominantly used for the monitoring of volcanoes (Schaefer et al., 2019). Seidel et al. (2016) investigated coastal subsidence along the coast of Northern Germany with PSI, but struggle to retrieve reliable data outside the concrete man-made structures on the dykes. The same problem is reported by Da Lio and Tosi (2018) who measure coastal deformation in urban areas North-eastern Italy: While urban areas provide enough solid structures for reliable measurements, the deformations detected for an offshore sandbank were statistically insignificant because of a low density of suitable radar targets.

Accordingly, to partially close this research gap, the aims and innovations of this study are
1. to present a PSI approach to determine the long-term stability of the Bhasan Char sandbank,
2. to test for an impact of the buildings which were constructed in 2018,
3. to demonstrate the use of Sentinel-1 data and PSI for humanitarian advocacy and risk assessment, and
4. to present and discuss results and shortcomings to define the research need for future studies.

It shall help to clarify if the island undergoes significant changes and if these are related to the construction activities. However, in order to protect the people who are affected by the envisaged relocation, and to prevent potential misuse of the findings, this study concentrates on the physical characterisation of this island and will not give any recommendations on its suitability for habitation.

Data and methods

Figure 1 shows the overall design of the study which will be explained at more detail in the next sections. The box on the left side helps to follow the data processing in section 2.3.2. Additionally, the box on the right side lists the steps for the derivation of surface displacement as described in section 2.3.3.

Study area

Bhasan Char is an uninhabited island in the Bay of Bengal which lies approximately 20 km off the coast of Bangladesh (Figure 2). The land area ranges about 7.5 km² in a north/south and east/west direction but is subject to large variations. As found by Braun and Hochschild (2018), the land area varied between 39 km² and 76 km² during the past five years. Studies of Islam et al. (2019) also report an invariant alternation between erosion and accretion during the last decade, but with an overall gradual movement of the island in southwest direction. At the current point, it is not clear yet if the decreasing trend of land mass of Bhasan Char, as it is indicated by Figure 2, will continue or if the island will stabilize like other sand banks in this bay replenished by sediments washed from the waters of the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna river system (Banerjee, 2020). The first evidence of built-up structures (embankments, channels, first buildings) was found in February 2018 based on visual inspection

![Figure 1. Design of the proposed study (left) and order of PSI processing (right).](image-url)
of Sentinel-2 time-series. The island itself consists of wet and muddy sediments of rippled texture with almost no natural vegetation cover, besides sparse grass and shrubs, and reportedly the degree of water saturation is the outcome of the tidal movements in the bay (Ul Haque, 2011).

The temporal dynamics of the land masses and its coverage are impressively demonstrated in Figure 3 which compares colour composites of Sentinel-1 backscatter intensity of various years. They were averaged based on all available images per year acquired in descending mode (2014: n = 3, 2015: n = 11, 2016: n = 14, 2017: n = 36, 2018: n = 53, 2019: n = 14). The figure not only shows how the construction of the embankments, the circular drainage channel, and the buildings changed the nature of the island, but also that large parts of the land mass are regularly flooded. These are the shores along the northern coast which are darker in the temporal average, because of their regular flooding, but also the runoff channels which are cutting deep into the landmass from the south and southeast.

Figure 3. Backscatter intensity of Bhasan Char displayed as polarimetric colour composites (red = VV, green = VH, blue = VH-VV).
Satellite data

To analyse the surface variations on the island, 89 Sentinel-1 single look complex (SLC) products acquired in Interferometric Wide-Swath (IW) mode between August 2016 and September 2019 in descending direction (path 114) were used in this study. As the number of persistent scatterers which can potentially be identified from the time series decreases in the course of time, the investigated time was divided into three intervals of one-year length as displayed in green, blue, and orange in Figure 4. They were selected to represent periods before (08/2016 – 08/2017; asc1), during (09/2017 – 08/2018; asc2) and after the construction works (09/2018 – 09/2019; asc3) have started in early 2018.

In an ideal case, surface displacement measured along the line-of-sight (LOS) derived from ascending and descending data is combined to determine the absolute vertical surface motion, such as recently conducted by Delgado Blasco et al. (2019). Unfortunately, no descending images are available in the study area between January and August 2019, and only at large intervals before November 2017. For this reason, a one-year period of 28 images acquired in descending direction (path 77) were used as a reference dataset (01/2018 – 01/2019; dsc).

Each of the four analysed time-series (asc1, asc2, asc3, dsc) requires the selection of one master image which will be used for co-registration with each slave image for the computation of an interferogram (section 2.3). The master images of each period were selected by minimizing the overall decorrelation of the spatial and temporal baseline as well as the differences in Doppler centroid (Figure 3, triangles). Besides the temporal aspect, the perpendicular baseline of the master image to all slaves needs to be balanced. Figure 5 shows the baseline charts for all four investigated periods with the master image at the origin and the relative positions of all used slave images. Each line stands for an image pair used to compute an interferogram as described in the next section.

Calculation of surface displacement

Persistent scatterer radar interferometry

Differential SAR interferometry (DInSAR), as a traditional method to measure surface deformations from space, investigates the interferometric phase \( \phi \) of two complex SAR acquisitions. As described in Equation 1, \( \phi \) mainly results from different signal contributions, namely topographic phase \( \phi_{\text{topo}} \), the flat-earth phase \( \phi_{\text{flat}} \), the look angle error \( \phi_{\text{lae}} \), the phase contribution due to surface displacement \( \phi_{\text{disp}} \), the atmospheric phase screening \( \phi_{\text{asph}} \), and other processing-induced factors \( \phi_{\text{noise}} \):

\[
\phi = \phi_{\text{topo}} + \phi_{\text{flat}} + \phi_{\text{lae}} + \phi_{\text{disp}} + \phi_{\text{asph}} + \phi_{\text{noise}}
\]

Accordingly, \( \phi_{\text{disp}} \) can be retrieved by modelling or estimating all other phase contributions and subtracting them from the interferometric phase \( \phi \) (Berardino et al., 2002; A. Ferretti et al., 2007; Hanssen, 2001).

However, traditional DInSAR approaches are limited in cases of non-linear deformation rates and observations over longer time intervals which cause decorrelation of the phase information (Villasenor & Zebker, 1992). Especially the sandy and moist conditions of Bhasan Char (see section 2.1) introduce errors and prevent a reliable exploitation of the displacement phase contribution \( \phi_{\text{disp}} \). To characterize non-linear and fine-scaled deformation rates over a longer time persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) was developed which makes use of entire time-series of images and their relative phase differences (A. Ferretti et al., 2000, 2001). Its application for this case is described in the following.

Pre-processing

This work used the snap2stamps open source software package, which was developed by Delgado Blasco and Foumelis (2018) to facilitate the automated interferometric processing of Sentinel-1 data forming single master DInSAR products. It consists of python scripts which systematically call the Graph Processing Tool (GPT) of the Sentinel-1 Toolbox distributed within the ESA SentiNel Application Platform (SNAP, Veci et al., 2014) to execute predefined graphs for the creation of single master interferogram interferograms. The first version of this package was released in July 2018 Foumelis et al. (2018), allowing the creation of stacks of single master interferograms in batch.

![Figure 4. Temporal distribution of the analysed Sentinel-1 images for the three three investigated periods in ascending direction (asc, blue) and for the reference period in descending direction (dsc, red). The master images are represented as triangles.](image-url)
mode. The snap2stamps package is freely available via Zenodo (Delgado Blasco & Foumelis, 2018). Latest versions of the scripts (not verified by the developing team) can also be found on GitHub (Delgado Blasco, 2019).

The preparation of DInSAR products which are fully compatible with the StaMPS PSI processing is mainly based on three parts (Figure 6). In a first step (Part A), the master image of each period is prepared by selecting the required sub-swath, bursts of the TOPS product (Grandin, 2015), and orbit information with an accuracy of 5 cm is added as provided by the Payload Data Ground Segment (PDGS, 2020). This allows the subsequent co-registration with each of the slave images of each period and the formation of an interferogram in Part B. As the island only reaches a few meters above the sea level and currently no openly available digital elevation model is available which precisely describes its topography, no topographic phase removal was applied and $\phi_{\text{topo}}$ was assumed zero. This assumption is supported by the fact that the area suffers continuous changes during the analysed period (Figure 3). As the orbital tube of Sentinel-1 is narrow compared to other sensors (mostly smaller 100 meters), the effect of the residual topographic phase can be neglected (Crosetto, Monserrat, Devanthéry et al., 2016). Once the co-registered products and the interferograms were computed for every pair shown in the baseline plots in Figure 5, all data were exported including information on latitude and longitude (Part C).

**Data analysis**

The time-series analysis of the interferometric products was conducted with libraries of the Stanford Method for Persistent Scatterers (StaMPS, v4.1b) Multi-Temporal InSAR (MTI) developed by A. Hooper et al. (2012). The processing is based on a series of steps (Figure 1, right side) which will be shortly introduced in the following, to highlight when standard settings of parameters were adjusted within the valid range as defined in the manual (A. Hooper et al., 2018) and by Hooper (2018). The most important parameters are summarized in Table 1. It shows that some of the parameters had to be set differently for the four periods in order to get PS densities between 100 and 300 PS per square kilometre [PS/km²] over the island for the ascending periods. These numbers are suggested by Colesanti et al. (2003) for the reliable description of millimetric deformation phenomena.

In a first step, pixels with a stable signal over a longer investigated period are identified based on their amplitude dispersion (ratio of the temporal amplitude standard deviation divided by the temporal mean). These candidate pixels contain a persistent radar target whose signal dominates all other random phase signals, thus granting a stable phase return over
Table 1. Relevant parameters used for the multi-temporal processing of interferometric Sentinel-1 time-series products, and stepwise localisation of usable PS (italic).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>ascl</th>
<th>asc2</th>
<th>asc3</th>
<th>disc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of Sentinel-1 images</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum amplitude</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispersion</td>
<td>76,523</td>
<td>55,118</td>
<td>73,453</td>
<td>172,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial number of PS candidate pixels</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum density of random phase pixels km²</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selected number of actual PS</td>
<td>9,535</td>
<td>14,064</td>
<td>34,745</td>
<td>12,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation threshold (weeding)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remaining PS after dropping noisy pixels</td>
<td>6,911</td>
<td>9,251</td>
<td>17,512</td>
<td>7,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final density PS/km² over the island</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estimation of a phase ramp</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for each interferogram</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size of the temporal low-pass filter in days</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference pixel</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>91.4922.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A longer series of interferograms (Crosetto, Monserrat, Cuevas-González et al., 2016). After intensive phase filtering, as it was described by A. Hooper et al. (2007) and A. Hooper et al. (2012), the $\phi_{\text{disp}}$ of those selected pixels is then used to derive reliable displacement time series down to sub-wavelength magnitude of the imaging sensor. Because the island had no artificial structures before 2018, it contains only a few pixels with constant amplitude information. Hence, for the preparation of all products which were exported from SNAP (section 2.3), the threshold of the amplitude dispersion was raised from 0.4 to 0.42. This increases the number of initial persistent scatter candidates at the beginning of the processing.

In the second step, the phase noise characteristics of each pixel are estimated within an iterative process. Phase noise arises when different scattering mechanisms within one pixel contribute to its phase (A. Hooper et al., 2012). By repeatedly applying a combined low-pass and adaptive phase filter (CLAP, A. Hooper et al., 2007) with a kernel size of 32 pixels, and estimating the spatially uncorrelated DEM error, the temporal coherence of a pixel is derived as a measure for its suitability to serve as a persistent scatterer (PS).

In the third step, a first selection of PS is made based on the noise characteristics of the pixels. To maintain a minimum coverage of PS also in low coherence areas, a percentage of 25 random (non-PS) points per square kilometre is allowed. From this selection, those PS are removed in the fourth step which exceed the maximum allowed standard deviation of the phase noise to all neighbouring pixels. In order to match the more natural and unstable surface without clear dominant scatterers of the island in asc1 and asc2, during the early phase of the forming of the island, the threshold for the maximum allowed standard deviation was increased from 1.0 to 1.75 to gain a sufficient PS density to derive a constant displacement signal over the island. After this step, most pixels over water areas were removed from the analysis.

In the fifth step, the phase of each pixel is corrected for spatially uncorrelated look angle $\phi_{\text{asc1}}$ based on the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (DEM). This interferometric phase is then
converted into an unambiguous phase surface in the sixth step, based on the statistical-cost network-flow phase-unwrapping algorithm (SNAPHU) developed by Chen and Zebker (2001).

In the seventh step, errors resulting from the spatially correlated look angle \( \phi_{\text{loc}} \) (SCLA) are calculated and removed from the data. However, as a flat surface with minor elevation is expected, the main intention of this step is the estimation of phase ramps of each interferogram which can be introduced by inaccurate orbit data of the single scenes leading false estimations on the perpendicular baselines. These phase ramps are estimated in this step so they can be removed from the later displacement results. In the eighth and last step, the contribution of atmospheric disturbances due to differences in the atmospheric phase screen (APS) is minimized by a temporal low-pass filter over time. As the length of each period is only one year, the size of the filter window was reduced to 60 days (contrary to the standard setting of 365 days). Compared to other approaches, this technique is rather simple and does not allow to preserve non-linear deformation rates from the filter process (A. Hooper et al., 2012), but it reduces local noise to a noticeable degree.

As the resulting displacement is a relative measure, a reference area is required whose height is used to serve as zero displacement. If no reliable area is available in the image, the reference height reference value is set to the mean value of all extracted pixels.

**Results and discussion**

**Reference period**

To get a first estimate about the reliability of the approach, the descending period (dsc) from 01/2018 to 01/2019 was calculated which includes parts of the mainland of Bangladesh as a reference area for mostly stable surface conditions. Figure 7 shows the average displacement along the line of sight (LOS) of the sensor in millimetres per year. It demonstrates that there is massive variation within the surface velocities on the island, ranging between \(-40\) and \(+40\) mm/a, while the conditions on the mainland are comparably stable and mainly ranging between \(-10\) and \(+10\) mm/a. The figure gives an indication of the amount of noise remaining in the data after the processing of persistent scatterers. The little variation over the mainland hypothesises that the patterns observed over the island are not caused by processing errors or signal noise. Yet, it raises the question for the actual reasons of these differences between mainland and island, which could be caused by geologic activities (Talwani et al., 2016), ocean currents (Kolla et al., 1976) or tidal sedimentology (Reynaud & Dalrymple, 2012).

Looking at the standard variation of the surface variation (based on displacement calculated for all 28 images) a similar image is depicted: Figure 8 shows that values of the mainland are temporally constant and largely lie below 4 mm/a, while the displacement of the PS of the island undergoes larger temporal variations, thus indicating higher surface dynamics. The examples presented furthermore show that the segment periods of one-year provide feasible results with a sufficient density of usable PS. Yet, as shown in Table 1, the number of available PS can strongly differ for the periods.

**Long-term displacement**

Figure 9 shows surface velocity maps for all three investigated periods. Several things can be stated here: Firstly, the density of pixels over water areas is at an acceptably low level. This confirms that the adjustments of the parameters to reduce noisy and random pixels described in section 2.4 were largely successful. The first period (asc1) has some more pixels in the shallow water areas in the north of the island which have been continuously removed in
favour of the flood embankment and discharge channels as it was shown in Figure 3.

The overall patterns of the three periods are indifferent as expected. As there was no human activity before 2018, there is a comparably uniform spatial distribution of points. However, the velocities already show a large spatial variation which cannot be assigned to any anthropogenic impact. This supports the fact that the island is a very recent landform and indicates that it still experiences considerable surface dynamics, for example, caused by soil compaction, water intrusion, and coastal erosion as well as coastal accretion which are reportedly high in this area (Uddin et al., 2014). Looking at Table 1, the first
period resulted in the smallest amount of usable PS (n = 6,911) which also indicates that there are only few radar targets with constant amplitude or phase information. Most strikingly there are two areas of strong subsidence in the southwest and the east, and two areas of elevation gain in the north and southeast of Bhasan Char.

The parts of the island which were under construction during the second period (asc2) expectedly are mostly devoid of any persistent scatterer which could be analysed. Especially the flood embankment around the construction areas and the buildings which were successively put up starting in February 2018 did not yield in any PS because their scattering mechanisms changed during the construction work which increased their amplitude dispersion. Accordingly, they were not selected as initial PS candidates in the first processing step (Figure 1, right side). During this second period, the area under subsidence in the southwest is even more pronounced than in the first period.

The third period (asc3) shows the highest PS density (298 PS/km²), which can be mostly explained by the higher presence of stable scatterers resulting from the high level of human activity. The built-up area now has the densest distribution of PS (shown at more detail in Figure 10), because the buildings are mostly made from metal and concrete and serve as strong radar targets (marked in the map by the letter A). Different from the first two periods, there are less PS in the centre of the island, maybe because it also underwent anthropogenically induced changes. Three new hot-spots of elevation changes can be identified: Considerable subsidence along the embankment and construction area in the southwest of the built-up area (marked by B and C in Figure 9, also shown in Figure 10), subsidence in the south (marked by D), and elevation gain in the east of the island (marked by E). These will be analysed in the next section.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of PS over the built-up areas after the construction works were finished (asc3). They are predominantly characterized by stable displacement values, indicating only minor contribution of noisy pixels. However, as indicated above, the small disjointed construction area in the north (C) shows some subsidence trends, as well as the outer embankment in the west (B). The figure impressively demonstrates the challenge within this approach to retrieve usable PS over the marshy and moist natural surfaces of the island.

**Displacement for selected points**

Figure 11 shows time-series of displacement between 09/2018 and 09/2019 (period asc3) for selected areas on Bhasan Char as indicated in Figures 9 and 10. The displayed values represent the average displacement of all PS within a radius of 100 m within these areas. To statistically support the trends indicated by the regression lines, the coefficients of determination (R²) and the p-value (indicating the level of significance) were calculated.

As already indicated in the previous section, the built-up area (A) shows a quite stable temporal development throughout all 251 points with displacement values ranging within −2 and +2 mm, except for one outlier in the last quarter of the period. As this outlier strongly affects the fitting of the overall trend line (plotted in red), the slight ascending gradient is just a matter of computation and does not mean a general uplift of this area. This is supported by the near zero R² of the line and its high probability value (p = 0.304) which both confirm that the observed trend is rather insignificant.

A stronger subsidence of over 20 mm in total is shown at the western embankment (B) and the southern part of the island (D). Both have a clear descending trend with R² values larger 0.3 and probability values

![Figure 10. Detailed map of LOS displacement between 09/2018 and 09/2019 for the built-up area on Bhasan Char.](image)
<0.01 and <0.001 respectively, which indicate that these trends are not caused by chance. The larger variation in B can have several reasons: Most likely, because it was based on a considerably smaller number of PS within the radius of 100 m (n = 19). In contrast, the average displacement of D was calculated based on a denser pattern of PS (n = 88), thus leading to a clearer downward trend with less temporal variation. Another important aspect is that the different areas on the island can generally underlie non-linear deformation trends which are naturally characterized by large variations along the regression line. This, and the fact that each point in the regression is an aggregation of 19 to 251 proximate PS, limits the overall conclusions to be drawn from the temporal plots.

While the larger built-up area shows a temporal stability, the smaller dispatched buildings north of it (C) indicate a downward trend with a coefficient of determination of $R^2 = 0.28$ and $p < 0.01$. It shows the same outliers than in the main built-up area which could be explained by heavy rains, as the rainy season is from June to August with monthly precipitations above 800 mm. Such heavy rains are reported to cause atmospheric path delays in the phase signal and can have a large impact on the resulting phase information (Ding et al., 2008). Yet, the closeness of the smaller built-up area to the coast might indicate that it does

**Figure 11.** Time-series of displacement between 09/2018 and 09/2019 for selected areas on Bhasan Char (as shown in Figures 8 and 9). The numbers in brackets indicate the number of PS within a radius of 100 meters.
stand on successively compacting ground. We tested the differences of deformation rates between the regions for significance in section 3.4.

A clear uplift is shown for the area along the eastern coast (E) with a total range of over 20 mm per year. As this area is over 5 km away from the built-up areas, it is unlikely that it is caused by human activity or anthropogenic impact, but rather a matter of natural surface dynamics. Again, such extreme values over the time of only one year indicate that the island is not stable in general.

**Statistical evaluation**

To further analyse the results of this study, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA, Fisher, 1954) was conducted to test for significant differences regarding surface velocities between the detail regions highlighted in Figure 11 and also between the three investigated periods (asc1, asc2, asc3). This gives further insights on the trends and relations which were discussed in the previous section. Figure 12 shows box plots of the surface velocities for the detail regions (left) and the three analysed periods (right). It visually underlines that region A (within newly built-up area) has little variance compared to the other regions and only small overall deformation rates but has a higher number of statistical outliers which cause the slightly positive mean. It also confirms the clear uplift trend of the eastern coast (region E), compared to the subsiding southern and north-western coast areas (B, C and D).

However, these five regions contain a considerably different number of PS which can potentially affect the homogeneity of variances which is a basic requirement of an ANOVA (Keppel & Wickens, 2004). And also, the number of PS differs between the three investigated periods (Table 1). We therefore conducted Bartlett’s test to confirm variance homogeneity (p < 0.001) for both cases. A post-hoc analysis (Tukey, 1949) was computed to test for pairwise significant differences. Table 2 shows the adjusted p-values between all five regions. Except for B and D (p = 0.9), the null hypothesis (H0) is rejected, which means that displacement values between these pairs differ with very high significance (p < 0.001). These calculations show that most of the detail regions visualized in Figure 9 have distinct spatial patterns which are statistically significant. To confirm the stability of different parts of the island, this statistical evaluation should be maintained or even extended in further studies. The second boxplot (Figure 12, right) shows the similarity of all three investigated periods. The continuous decrease of both the degree of dispersion and the interquartile range might be interpreted as signs of stabilization of the island over time, but these differences are of subtle nature and cannot serve as a clear evidence. This is underlined by the Tukey test of the three periods which clearly reports mean differences below –0.015 mm/a and, more importantly, adjusted p-values of 0.9 (Table 3). Accordingly, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, which means that there is no significant difference in deformation between the three investigated periods. In the consequence, this also means that there is no statistical evidence for human impact on the deformation of the island.

**Discussion**

The results presented in the previous section demonstrate that persistent scatterer interferometry can be applied to measure elevation dynamics of islands, even if their moist surfaces with widely absent artificial structures are a challenge. The findings indicate that the island is characterized by active compaction processes and heterogeneous surface displacement patterns; however, the data does not attest the construction activities as the main reason. Furthermore, there are several points to discuss.

The different densities of usable PS (Table 1) can partly be explained by the lack of human activity during asc1 and the presence of solid buildings in asc3. However, the initial number of PS candidates already significantly differs for the four periods. Despite that, all
of the periods have the duration of 1 year and consist of 26 to 31 images, the amount of PS candidates of period dsc (n = 172,153) clearly stands out. This can be explained by a slightly different coverage of the descending track and the larger proportion of land pixels. However, after applying the processing chain as described in section 2.4 and after spatial normalization, the descending period reveals an even lower density (79 PS/km²) than the other three.

Generally, one of the main challenges was to retrieve a sufficient density of usable PS while at the same time excluding pixels with low quality or noise. The high water content of the island’s surface and the strong seasonal variability with monsoonal rains occurring in every investigated period prevented the identification of suitable PS that are evenly distributed in both the spatial and temporal domain. This was handled by increasing the amplitude dispersion threshold to 0.42 in the beginning and by raising the maximum allowed noisy pixels to 25 per square kilometre. However, this inevitably led to the presence of PS with inaccurate or even wrong phase information. This can be dangerous for the construction of the PS network and the later unwrapping because it leads to the wrong estimation of surface velocities (A. Hooper et al., 2012). The spatial patterns shown in Figures 9 and 10 do not indicate larger unwrapping errors. It would be good in terms of validation to put these findings into a context, for example, GPS measurements of surface heights, as proposed by Wei et al. (2010). However, due to the sensitive nature of the case, it is unlikely that measurements about this island will be made publicly available. As an alternative, the correlation of temporal surface patterns with sea level variations in the Bay of Bengal, which could be measured by tide gauges or satellite altimetry (Ghosh et al., 2018), could bring additional insights and help to explain to what extent the observed changes are triggered by tidal dynamics.

One option for future studies would be to exclude single images which are acquired during the monsoon season and visibly cause faulty outliers, as demonstrated by the time-series graphs in Figure 11, and recompute the period without their contributions. However, this only works when a small fraction of products is affected. Removing entire months of rainy seasons is surely counterproductive to the PSI principle. Accordingly, higher levels of atmospheric correction should be taken into consideration in monsoonal environments (compared to the temporal low-pass filter applied in this study). For example, packages such as the Toolbox for Reducing Atmospheric InSAR Noise (TRAIN, Bekaert et al., 2015) or the Generic Atmospheric Correction Online Service for InSAR (GACOS, Yu et al., 2018) allow to estimate the variations in atmospheric phase screen under conditions of non-linear deformation as well, as it might be the case for Bhasan Char. As this study is considered a first proof of concept, these options should be considered for future research.

Another way to retrieve more stable time-series graphs is the observation of longer time spans. However, as it turned out in this study, periods longer than one year lead to a drastic reduction of usable PS due to increasing temporal decorrelation. This again underlies the trade-off between acquiring a sufficient density of points and maintaining a low level of noisy pixels which had to be accomplished in this case.

A more promising technique could solve most of the problems discussed above: Instead of pairing one master image with all other images (slaves) within an investigated period, the so-called Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) approach suggests the computation of interferograms between all possible image pairs within a defined temporal and perpendicular baseline (Berardino et al., 2002). This has several advantages: The time between two images forming an interferogram can be considerably reduced, thus leading to less temporal decorrelation and a more stable phase information. Furthermore, the construction of a network of analyzed dates leads to multiple combinations of image pairs which significantly increases the number of retrievable displacements within the investigated period. Lastly, the reduction of temporal decorrelation allows to observe longer-time-series and therefore replaces the necessity to split the investigated period into three individual periods of one-year length with possibly different processing parameters (Table 1), as it was done in this study. Figure 13 shows the baseline chart if all image pairs with a perpendicular baseline of smaller than 120 m and a temporal baseline of maximal were included in the analysis. This would allow to compute 491 interferograms over the investigated period. Of course, this strongly increases the stability of the analyzed phase information, leads to a higher density of

### Table 2. Pairwise test for significant deformation differences between the five detail regions (A-E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>region 1</th>
<th>region 2</th>
<th>mean difference</th>
<th>adjusted p</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>reject H0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>−15.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−17.8</td>
<td>−13.6</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>−8.4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−9.1</td>
<td>−7.6</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>−16.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−16.9</td>
<td>−15.4</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>−7.8</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−8.7</td>
<td>−6.8</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Pairwise test for significant deformation differences between the three analysed periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>period 1</th>
<th>period 2</th>
<th>mean difference</th>
<th>adjusted p</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>reject H0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asc1</td>
<td>asc2</td>
<td>−0.00370</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.286</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asc1</td>
<td>asc3</td>
<td>−0.01430</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.268</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asc2</td>
<td>asc3</td>
<td>−0.01060</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.240</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
usable points, and a notably lower proportion of noisy pixels. From a computational perspective, however, this also leads to a considerable increase of processing time and storage demand. Furthermore, the preparation interferogram products for the SBAS approach is currently not yet supported in the SNAP software which was used in this study. Yet, to achieve more reliable results with a higher spatial density of PS, future studies of Bhasan Char should make use of the SBAS approach or consider incorporating distributed scatterers (DS) which are defined as pixels whose neighbouring pixels share similar statistical behaviour (Shamshiri et al., 2018).

**Conclusions and outlook**

This study showed how C-band radar satellite information can be used to characterize the dynamics of the island of Bhasan Char in the Bay of Bengal. It was conducted in anticipation of the planned relocation of about 100,000 refugees which are currently hosted in Bangladesh. It is an initial proof of concept demonstrating that multi-temporal persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) can help to identify surface deformations between 2016 and 2019. Our study gives first indications that the island already showed surface variations before the construction works began in 2018. The statistical comparison of the three investigated periods could not confirm the indication that some of the construction caused additional subsidence of the island, for instance, because of soil compaction. The statistical evaluations in this study proved that the observed trends for most selected areas (Figure 11) are significant and cannot yet give final evidence for the instability of the island without external validation data. Furthermore, the investigated period is too short to reliably detect long-term trends superimposing the continuous dynamics demonstrated by the PSI analysis. Neither can a linear trend of compaction be assumed nor a digressive trend of settling compaction due to the marine influences the island is exposed to.

For the future assessment of risks, the deformation regime of the island (e.g., linear, seasonal, or settling; Larsen et al., 2020) should be assessed, as well as the role of sea level rise. Additionally, the temporal behaviour of soil compaction as a result of both natural impacts and higher construction volume loads should be further monitored.

Despite the lack of in-situ measurements on surface changes as a validation, the main challenges emanate from the surface of the island which largely consists of moist sands and only few stable radar targets. This resulted in the need to loosen the criteria for the selection of suitable persistent scatterers (PS), potentially introducing errors in the analysed data. Future studies must be carried out on this topic, ideally based on the SBAS approach, to increase the amount of computed interferograms and to observe the entire period covered by Sentinel-1 data.

Yet, this study shall partly respond to the call of Ullah (2011) who claimed that Rohingyas and their protection were given too little research attention throughout their eventful history. Because, regardless of the trigger of the observed dynamics, their implications for the safety of the people to be relocated on this island are still valid: Not only are their sinking coastlines prone to lateral erosion (Island et al., 2019), but also does the sandbank’s subsidence combined with its the very low altitude of 2.84 m lead to an increased vulnerability to flooding with respect to sea-level variations (Banerjee, 2020). Strong seasonality furthermore increases the stress on islands in this area, because they are threatened by droughts during the summer months and by erosion through flash floods from the mainland which are surging into the bay areas during the monsoon period (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2014).

We therefore encourage the scientific community to engage in investigations of this vulnerable area and share their results to assess the potential risk of the Rohingya people in need. Our work is predominantly based on open data and open source software and
wants to promote the open science initiative by sharing experiences about obstacles and opportunities of geospatial analyses to tackle current challenges of global change.
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